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§ 1. Intoduction
In this paper, we study the existence and approximation of holomorphic
solutions of a differential operator with polynomial coefficients. In general, we
cannot expect the existence of holomorphic solutions even if the coefficients of
an operator have no common zero ([7], [9], [10]). For example, in the complex
two dimensional space C 2 , the equation
)= X

has no solution even in the space of formal power series.
An outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we give some sufficient
condition on a differential operator L(ζ, D) with polynomial coefficients under
which L((, D)φ and φ have the same exponential type for every entire function
φ (Theorem 1). This condition is then applied in Section 3 to show the existence
and approximation of holomorphic solutions in some circular domain (Theorem
3).
The author wishes to thank Professor T. Kusano for his kind advice.
§ 2. Exponential type of entire solutions
n

Let L(C, D) be a differential operator with polynomial coefficients in C .
Then we can write

(i)

L(ζ,D)=

Σ

finite

where λ and μ are multi-indices, cλμeC, ζλ = ζ^ • •• ζ *
'"( ' zr

) " We decompose L as follows :

\ vίn /

(2)
where L,3 =

L = L, + L ί+1 + - +Ll+k,
/

r\

\M

(fc^O),

Y.
c ζλ( -^- } . We note that / may be a negative integer.
μ|-M=j λllμ V δ ζ /
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DEFINITION 1. In the decomposition (2) of L, we shall call Lz the leading
part of L. When the leading part Lj is written as
v finite

for some multi-index v0 = (v({)), ..., v(°>), Lz is called v0-sίmple. In this case,
ί is equal to |v 0 |=v ( f> + ... + v(2). The v0-simple leading part Lt is said to be of
degree m, if for any multi-index α such that |α| is sufficiently large the following
inequality holds :

(3)
where C>0 is a constant independent of α and ζ.
REMARK. In the one dimensional case (n = 1), for every differential operator
with polynomial coefficients L(ζ, D), ζτL(ζ, D) has a v0-simple leading part for
some integers τ^O and v 0 ^0, and in this case, the degree of its leading part is
the highest order of differentiation in the leading part.
/

EXAMPLE.

r>

\m

/

\m

rί

Let L(C, D) = ( -£— } Cψ + - + ( -=£— ) ζy . Then L is 0-simple
\ (7ζ i /
\ dς π /
and its degree is equal to m. In fact,

={
Hence

.
For an entirely holomorphic function /(Q, we have the following
PROPOSITION 1. (Fuks [2], p. 339)

c

α

Let /(0=Σ αC be entirely holomorα

phic, and σ = inf{τ>0| |/(Q|^C τ expτ|ζ| for some Cτ}, where \ζ\= max |ζ, |.
l^j^n

Then

eσ= Ίίm |α| \cΛ\1^.
|α|-» oo

Remark that σ is called the exponential type of f(ζ) (with respect to the norm
|C|). For the more precise relation between the Taylor coefficients of f ( ζ ) and
the type with respect to a norm p(ζ) on C", we refer to Fuks [2] and Martineau

[5]
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Now, we state the main theorem in this section.
THEOREM 1. Let L(ζ9 D) be a differential operator with polynomial
coefficients and let its leading part be vQ-simple for some multi-index v0 and
of degree m (m^O). Further we assume the following condition (A).

(A)

to^'-w
<^ = 0

if

Then, every entire function φ(ζ) such that L(ζ, D)φ is of exponential type ,σ
is also of exponential type σ.
PROOF. It is sufficient, by Proposition 1, to examine the growth of the Taylor
coefficients of φ(ζ). We set φ(ζ) = ΣaΛζ 9 and L(C, D)φ = ψ(ζ) = Σbβζβ. Then

where c(l; α) is the coefficient of ζ α+v ° in Lz[(α]. Since Lt is of degree m, we obtain
by (3),
(4)

|c(/; α)| ^ C|α|m for sufficiently large |α|.

Similarly,

α

λ,μ
λ+α

ί

α

where Cj(λ, μ; α) is the coefficient of ( ~/ in L / + J [C ]. By the condition (A),
there exists a constant C' >0 which is independent of α such that
(5)

Ic/λ.μ α^C'lαl"-'-1

for

any α.

Now, we compare the coefficients of ζ λ o+v 0 in the both sides of the equation
= ψ — (L — Lt)φ. Then we have
(6)

<ί;^oKo = ^ 0+ vo- j .Σ

_Σ=ι+j

λ]

<*ΛCj(λ, μ α).

\λ+a-μ=λo + vo

We set α p =max{|α α |;|α|=p} and 6 p =max{|fe^|;|j8|=p}. Then, by (5), for some
constants C},
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Σ
'

^Vo+voi+.Σ
If |A 0 | =p, we have by (4),

Consequently we have the following inequality for sufficiently large p
(7)

ap^ C0p->»bp+l +

where C0, C15 ..., Cfc are independent of p. Now, if ψ(ζ) is of exponential type
σ, by Proposition 1 we have for every τ < σ,
for sufficiently large p.

( ^- j

Then we can choose a constant M 0 >0 such that
bp ^ M 0 If we suppose that aq^M'q(-^-J

for every p ^ 0.
for O^^f^p — l, then

Let Λ?p be the max{M^_ l5 M^_2, ..., M^_fc}. Then

For sufficiently large p, we have

because ί —ZT)

Conver

8es

to e

* as P~*°°

Therefore, if we set Mp=Sϊp
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By induction, for some integer N and a constant MN9
a<{MN + CQMQ(eτ)1 Σ ί"011*0}^— Y

for any p^N.

\ P /

q=N

_

P

Then if w^2, Σ q~(m+l) is bounded, so that, lim pa*/p^eτ. For the case m = l
p-»oo

q=N

or 0, the condition (A) shows that Ll+j = Q for l^ gfe.
—Q—^-^-

, so we also haveΉϊn pa^/p^ eτ.

£

Hence ap^—— bp+l

Since τ is an arbitrary

number larger than σ, the exponential type of φ(ζ) is, in any case, less than or
equal to σ. Since the exponential type of ψ(ζ) is σ, it follows that φ(ζ) must be of
exponential type σ. This completes the proof.
We give an example which shows that the conclusion of Theorem 1 fails to
hold if the condition (A) is not satisfied.
Let l(ζ, -^Λ=-^U-C> ζeC 1 . Then L has a 0-simple leading
\ έ/ζ/ dζ
part of degree 1, but the condition (A) is not satisfied. We set, as before, φ(ζ) =
EXAMPLE.

Σ anίn, <KO= Σ bnζ» and l(ζ, 4ΛΦ(0 = 1WO

«=o

π=o

\

«4 /

Then comparing the coeffi-

cients of the both sides, we have
for

»^°

(α

-ι=0)

If bn = n~n(n^l) and fc0 = l5 by induction

From Stirling's formula n ! = n»
+1

Then,
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On the other hand, lim nb^n = l. That is, ψ is of exponential type e'1, while
n-»oo
the exponential type of φ is larger than or equal to 1.
REMARK. When we regard L(£, D) in Theorem 1 as an operator from the
space of the entire functions of exponential type into itself, the codimension of
the image of Lis, in general, infinite. Since only the terms {b α+vo } determine
αα, if \j/ is contained in the image of L, then the coefficients {bμ} where μ cannot
be represented by the form α + v0 for some α, must satisfy some conditions. In
particular, if v0 = (0, ..., 0), that is, Lhas a 0-simple leading part, for every ψ of
exponential type with frμ = 0 for |μ| <N (N is chosen so that (4) holds for |α| ^JV),
we can construct a solution φ of exponential type. Therefore the codimension of
the image of L is finite and the basis of the complementary space consists of polynomials. Moreover if c(l\ α) = c(0; α)^=0 for every α, L becomes a (topological)
isomorphism.
Next we consider the case where \fι is holomorphic in a polydisc. The following proposition, a generalization of Cauchy-Hadamard's formula, is well known.
PROPOSITION 2. (Biermann-Lemaire) The formal power series f(ζ) =
ΣcΛζ" is holomorphic in a polydisc A(r) = {ζ\ \ ζ j \ < r 9 j = l, ..., n} if and only if
fiS IcJ 1 /!*! < — .
l«l-*oo
" r

We shall prove the following
THEOREM 2. Suppose that the operator L(ζ, D) has a v0-simple leading
part of degree m(^0). Further we assume that

^μ = 0

if

\μ\>m-j.

Then every formal power series φ(ζ) such that L(ζ, D)φ is holomorphic in a
polydisc A(r) (0<r^ + 00), is also holomorphic in A(r).
PROOF. We use the same method as in the proof of Theorem 1. Then we
have, instead of (7),
7=1

(notations are the same as those of Theorem 1). If bp^M0pp for p^O and
a^M'tf* for l^q^p-1, then
αp^{C0M0jp-V+ Σ

J=l

^{M

-

m
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k

for sufficiently large p such that Σ -?—^^
1» where M =max{M'
7
j=ι
>
M^,_fc}. Therefore if m^ 1, we have

15

for some constant M>0. Then lim a^p^p. For the case ra = 0, Lj + J = 0 because
jp->oo

of the condition (A') Hence α p ^C 0 M 0
means that φ is holomorphic in Δ(r).

p+z

_

, so we also have ϊϊmα^^ip. This
P-+CQ

In the following example, Lhas a 0-simple leading part of oreder 1, but does
not satisfy the condition (A') Then we can construct a function φ not entire for
which L( ζ, -jf] Φ is entire.

EXAMPLE. l(c, -Jζ)==4ζ^~ίζζ^

and

^^T^Γ

We consider the topological structure of the space of entire functions of
exponential type. Let B be any nonnegative number.
the space of all entire functions / which satisfy
(8)

We denote by Exp(B)

l/(OI^CexpB|C|

for some constant C and every ζeC n , where \ζ\= max \ζj\.

For /e Exp(jB),

l^J^n

we define ||/||B as the infimum of the constant C in (8). Then Exp(£) becomes
a Banach space. The space of inductive limit of these Exρ(β) as B-+r and
B<r is denoted by Exp(r). It is the space of all entire functions of exponential
type less than r (0< r ^ -f oo).
PROPOSITION 3. Let L(C, D) be the same operator as in Theorem 1. Suppose
that Lj(C, £)Cα^O for any £α^0. T/z^n ίΛβ map L(ζ, D): Exp(r)->Exp(r) is
injective and has a closed range.
PROOF. Let the filter {ψk} converge to ψ0 in Exρ(r), and ψk = L(ζ, D)φk
for some 0feeExp(r) (k^A, some ordered set). Since {ψk} converge to \l/0
uniformly on every compact set in Crt, the Taylor coefficients b(μk) of ψk = Σ b ( f )
ζμ converge to those fc£0) of \l/Q = Σb(^ζμ. By the assumption, each of the Taylor
coefficients α^fe) of φk = Σa(^ζλ, is expressed as a finite linear combination of
{bμk)}, so that Lis injective and {αl fc) }(V λ fixed) becomes a converging filter, that
is, there exists a formal power series φ0(ζ) = Σa(λ°^ζλ which satisfies L(ζ, D)φ0
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(ζ) = ^0(ζ). Since ^0eExp(r), by Theorem 1, φ0 must be of exponential type
less than r. This completes the proof.

§ 3.

Existence and Approximation

Let Ω be a domain in Cn. We denote by H(Ω) the space of all holomorphic
functions in Ω with compact convergence topology. An elements 5 of the dual
space H'(Ω) is called an anlytic functional in Ω, for which we define the Fourier
transform § as follows:

where <z, ζ> = 2 z/C/

A compact set K in Ω is called a carrier of S if there

exists a constant Cω for every neighborhood ω of K such that
|S(/)|<:Cωsup|/(z)|,
zeω

/etf(Ω).

The next proposition is well known.
PROPOSITION 4. (Ehrenpreis-Martineau [5]-Hόrmander [4]) // SeH'(Ω)
is carried by a compact set K in Ω, then §(ζ) is an entire function and for every
<5>0, there is a constant Cδ such that

where jFfx(£) = supRe<z, ζ>. Conversely, if K is a compact convex set and
zeK

M(ζ) an entire function satisfying the above inequality for every (5>0, there
exists an analytic functional S carried by K such that §(ζ) = M(ζ).
We then study the topological structure of the space of analytic functional.
Let Ω be a convex domain in Cπ, and let {Kj} be a sequence of compact convex
sets in Ω such that
KjdKj+1,

and 0 Kj = Ω.

The space of all entire function /(O in C" such that \f(ζ)\^C exp(Hκ.(ζ)), ζ^Cn
is denoted by Exp(Kj).

As before, Exp(Kj)

becomes a Banach space, and Exp

(K/)cExp(K/+1). Exp(Ω) is defined as the inductive limit of these spaces.
Since Fourier transformation is injective on the space of analytic functionals in
a Runge domain, it follows by Proposition 4 that H'(Ω) is algebraically isomorphic
to Exρ(Ω).
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Fourier transformation from H'(Ω) to Exp(Ω) is continuous.

PROOF. Since H'(Ω) is a (DPS) space, it is sufficient to show that Fourier
transformation is sequentially continuous. Let Sj^H'(Ω) be any sequence
converging to 0 in H'(Ω). H(Q) is an (FS) space, so that it becomes quasi-normable (Grothendieck [3] p. 325, Prop. 1). Then, there exists a neighborhood
V of 0 in H(Ω) such that S7 converges to 0 uniformly on V. We may take V as
the set {f^H(Ω)\ sup |/(z)|^M} for some constant M and a compact convex
zeKN

set KN in Ω. In this case, S/Q converges to 0 in Exp(KN)9 hence in Exp(Ω).
From this lemma and the open mapping theorem (due to Ptak), we have
PROPOSITIONS. If Ω is a convex domain in Cw, then H'(Ω) is topologically
isomorphic to Exp(Ω). (See also Ehrenpreis [1], Martineau [6].)
λ

/ d \
Let P(z, D^) = Σcλμzμ(-β- J be a differential operator with polynomial coefficients. Then, the Fourier transform of the adjoint operator P' of P(z9 Dz) is
L(C, Dc) = Σcλμζλ~.

In fact, for any SeH'(Q),

= <S9P(z9Dz)e<z>t>>

In order to prove the existence and approximation of the holomorphic solution,
we use the next proposition due to F. Treves.
PROPOSITION 6. (Treves [8]) Let E09 F09 E9 F be locally convex topological
. linear spaces and E9 F be Frechet spaces. In the following commutative diagram (all maps are continuous and linear), we assume that the ranges of uθ9
En —l—^ E

j
u and i are dense in the corresponding spaces and that in E'θ9 the dual space of
E09 the range of w'0, the adjoint operator of uθ9 is equal to the polar of the null
space of u0. Then the following two properties are equivalent.
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1) u is surjectίve and i (N(u0)) is dense in N(u),
2) 3>ΌeF' 0 such that
u'0(y'0)<=R(i')^y'0εΞR(j')9
rt

For every r (0<r<; + °o), we define the domain Ω(r) in C as
Ω(r) = {z\ ||z||<r},
where ||z|| = |z 1 [-f-... + |zn|. Then, by Proposition 5, H'(Ω(r)) is isomorphic to
) = {/(OeH(C«)| \f(ζ)\^C expτ|C| for some τ<r} where |f|= max \ζj\, for
1^J^n

{z| ||z||<;τ},thenH x (C)=τ|α

<
polynomial coefficients.

θ V
-jΓ—J fee 0 differential

operator with

We assume that L(£, Dζ)= J£c λμ C A -^-J satisfies all the

conditions in Proposition 3, that is, L/iαs α v0-simple leading part Lt (for some
multi-index v0) of degree w(Ξ>0), and Lj(ζα)^0 /or any Caz?^0, and ίne condition (A) in Theorem 1 is fulfilled.
Then for every r (0<r^ + 00), we have
1) P(z, DJ: #(Ω(r))->tf(Ω(r)) is swr j ecίiϋβ
and
2) /or we/ί(ί2(r)) SMC/I that P(z, Dz)w = 0, f/iere exisίs a sequence {Uj} in
H(Cn) such that P(z, Dz)Uj = Q and {Uj} convergers to u in H(Ω(r)).
PROOF. We first prove the case r= + oo. In this case, 2) is trivial. To
show 1), it is sufficient to prove that the adjoint operator P' of P is injective and
has a weakly closed range. Since H(Cn) is reflexive, a subspace in Hf is weakly
closed if and only if it is strongly closed. By Proposition 5, P' is injective and
has a closed range if and only if L: Exp(r)-»Exp(r) is injective and has a closed
range, which follows from Proposition 3. In the general case, we apply Proposition 6 with £0 = F0 = ff(C/I), E = F — H(Ω(r))9 i and j being natural injections, and
w 0 = w = P(z, Dz). Since Ω(r) is convex, the ranges of i and j are dense. By the
first step of this proof, w 0 is surjective, so that all the assumptions of Proposition
6 are fulfilled. Therefore it is surfficient to show that every S^H'(C") such that
P'(z, Dz)S&H'(Ω(r)) is also an analytic functional in Ω(r). But this follows
from Theorem 1. The proof is complete.
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